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Appreciate Our Difference

What is a credit union?
What will your tellers say?
Remember the cooperative movement!

What is member service?

 If we are not going to assist our members in difficult times, 
who will?
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The Basic Facts of Volunteer Life

 Your members expect a lot from you!

Credit unions are much more complex now than just a few years 
ago.

 Financial services is the most highly regulated industry.

 BUT, the system is designed to provide you with peace of mind.
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So Many Rules!

Federal Credit Union Act  (State FCU Act)
Applicable Federal and State laws
DFI and NCUA Rules and Regulations
Charter
Bylaws
Governance documents
DFI and NCUA Guidance
Don’t Forget:  Examination and Audit results
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U.S. Supreme Court Set the Standard

Briggs v. Spaulding, 141 U.S. 132 (1891)

 Directors of a national bank must exercise ordinary 
care and prudence in the administration of the affairs 
of a bank, and this includes something more than 
officiating as figureheads: they are entitled under the 
law to commit the banking business, as defined, to 
their duly authorized officers, but this does not absolve 
them from the duty of reasonable supervision, nor 
ought they to be permitted to be shielded from liability 
because of want of knowledge of wrongdoing if that 
ignorance is the result of gross inattention.
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The Buck Stops With You!

Your job is more than approval of the CEO’s 
plan!
Strategy vs. Tactics

Being a board member is NOT a spectator 
sport! 

You can delegate the task, not the associated 
responsibility.
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It Is a Great Time to Consider Change

 Use this time wisely and make the process easier and 
more effective

 It is never the right answer to say, 
“This is the way we have always done it.”

Everything changes…

What did Einstein say about insanity?

 Honestly evaluate your current governance model
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Governance

 Governance
 Establishment of policies, and continuous monitoring of their proper 

implementation, by the members of the governing body of an 
organization. It includes the mechanisms required to balance the 
powers of the members (with the associated accountability), and 
their primary duty of enhancing the prosperity and viability of the 
organization.

 Corporate Governance
 The framework of rules and practices by which a board of directors 

ensures accountability, fairness, and transparency in a company's 
relationship with all stakeholders (financiers, customers, management, 
employees, government, and the community.)
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Ask Yourself

 What are the common frustration points or common complaints?

 Complete this sentence:  If I could change one thing about our 
Board meeting and process, it would be _____________________.

 Consider a survey of Directors and key stakeholders regarding 
potential improvements or frustrations.
 Hint:  Anonymous is always best and provides more “unfiltered” 

insight.



Your Meetings

What does a meeting look like?
 Is it working for your Credit Union?
 Is it form over function?

“We can’t talk about this anymore, we always leave 
at 8:30.”

 Are there last minute agenda items?
 Do you present a major decision one meeting and vote 

on it the next?
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How hard is it to break a habit?



Attributes of High Performing Boards

 Understanding of the industry and current trends
Clear understanding of purpose and function
Creating an environment for open honest discussion
 Board with a variety of backgrounds, experiences and ages
 Focus on strategy and direction and out of the weeds
 Teamwork
Well organized meetings with good information flow
 Active and regular attendance 
 Avoidance of “dominant players” and cliques
Willingness to discuss hard topics and make tough decisions



State vs. Federal

 If you are state chartered, you need to be aware of your 
state laws regarding credit unions.

 Potential state law differences:
Board meeting requirements
Supervisory committee or audit committee

Elected or appointed
 Duties and authorities of all parties
 State guidance on specific matters

Waiver availability
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NCUA Standard Bylaws

 Article I
 Name - Purposes

 Article II
 Qualification of Membership

 Article III
 Shares of Members

 Article IV
 Meetings of Members

 Article V
 Elections

 Article VI
 Board of Directors

 Article VII
 BoD Officers, Mgt. Officials and Exec Comm

 Article VIII
 Credit Committee or Loan Officers

 Article IX
 Supervisory Committee

 Article X
 Organizational Meeting

 Article XI
 Loans and Lines of Credit to 

Members
 Article XII

 Dividends
 Article XIII

 RESERVED
 Article XIV

 Expulsion and Withdrawal
 Article XV

 Minors
 Article XVI

 General
 Article XVII

 Amendments of Bylaws and 
Charter

 Article XVIII
 Definitions



Mechanics of Standard Bylaws

 Consider it an “all in one” document with important choices to be made in 
specific area.

 There are drop down menus with individual choices as well as choices 
which will need to be filled in with a number.

 A failure to add a number, indicates a zero.

 NCUA Staff Commentary is provided throughout the document for greater 
clarity.



NCUA Bylaw Amendment Approval

 NCUA’s Office of Credit Union Resources and Expansion 
(CURE) is the primary office handling bylaw amendments.

 The rule established a hard 90-calendar-day deadline for 
CURE to reach a decision on a bylaw amendment. 
Failure to meet the deadline is treated as a denial.
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Adoption of Bylaw Changes
 Although FCUs may retain any previously approved version of the FCU 

bylaws.

 The NCUA Board encourages FCUs to adopt the revised bylaws 
because it believes they provide greater clarity and flexibility for credit 
unions and their officials and members. 

 FCUs may also adopt portions of the revised bylaws and retain the 
remainder of previously approved bylaws.

 FCUs must be careful because they run the risk of having inconsistent or 
conflicting provisions because of the various options the revised bylaws 
provide, as well as other revisions in the text. 
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How Do You Change Your Bylaws?
Article XVII
 2/3 vote of the board can change a bylaw provision.
Changes in the “fill in the blank” provision is a change in 

the bylaws and require a vote.
 As long as the board selects from the permissible options, 

the FCU does not need to submit the change to the NCUA 
for its approval. 

 Any other bylaw amendments MUST be approved by your 
NCUA Regional Director.

 Remember a state-chartered credit union may have a 
different process.

 NCUA’s Office of General Counsel has rendered opinions 
on many requested amendments.
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Outside-the-Box Changes
 The NCUA considers any change to the FCU bylaws that is not a ‘‘fill-in-

the-blank’’ provision or part of a range of options to be a bylaw 
amendment that requires the NCUA approval. 

 The procedure for approval of a bylaw amendment is as follows: 

 The FCU must submit its request to the Office of Credit Union 
Resources and Expansion (CURE). 

 The request must include: 1. The section of the FCU bylaws to be 
amended; 2. The reason for, or purpose of, the amendment; 3. An 
explanation of why the amendment is desirable and what it will 
accomplish for the federal credit union; and 4. The specific wording 
of the proposed amendment.
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Why Is This So Important?

 EVERY credit union has bylaws!
They are available to every member for their review.

 Effective November 30, 2007, NCUA reincorporated the 
Federal Credit Union Bylaws into the NCUA Rules and 
Regulations with the revision of Part 701. 

 This action was taken to clarify NCUA’s authority to use a 
range of administrative actions to enforce bylaw 
violations in the rare cases where bylaw disputes cannot 
be resolved within the credit union.

 The bylaws “shall be used.”
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Federal Credit Union Act §1761(b)

Board of directors; meetings; powers and duties; executive 
committee; membership officers; membership application.—The 
board of directors shall meet at least once a month and shall have the 
general direction and control of the affairs of the Federal credit union. 
Minutes of all meetings shall be kept. Among other things, the board of 
directors shall—

NOTE: The Act then lists 21 specific things the Board MUST do.
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Board Packet Components
 Agenda
 Prior Minutes
 Officer Reports (Chairman, CEO/President/Manager, Treasurer, 

VP’s)
 Committee Reports (Supervisory, Lending, Education, Technology, 

ALM, Nominating, Policy)
 Scorecard (Strategic Review)
 Financials
 SARs
 Charge-Offs
 Policies for Review
 Proposals
 “Official“ Loan Requests



Model Agenda Ideas

 Structure – Consent Agenda – quickly take care of routine 
items (minutes, rate changes, fees, dividends, charge-offs), 
Strategic issues at beginning of meeting, Action items stick to 
the strategic and board policy level.

 Financial items are “dashboard style” with no more than 10 
elements, prior year comparisons and peer averages.

 Proposals – Clearly outlined with executive summary, if 
needed, limited to one page, contain list of pros and cons. 
Supporting documentation is acceptable.



Minutes

 They are required by regulation
 They are important corporate records
 Your examiners will look through them thoroughly

 From agenda to attendance
 Learn the proper balance between too much information and too 

little
 Brief, no descriptive language, contain names of board 

members not in attendance

 Know the difference between decisions and discussions
 Consider conducting a “Minutes Audit”



Consent Agenda – Carver, etc.
 Pros

Streamline meeting
Allow more time for strategic discussion
Focus on more substantial items

Cons
Members don’t do their homework
Members don’t ask questions
Glide path to dinner



The Balanced Scorecard 

Financial
Member
Internal Process
Learning and Growth



The Basic Question

 Is the credit union…
Doing what you want it to do?
Heading in the right direction?
Moving in the wrong direction and going off course?

And…
Is it doing so legally, ethically and compliantly?



Monthly Review Items
• SARs – Suspicious Activity Reports
• Rates
• Monthly Financials
• Strategic Goal Measurement Items
• ALM Reports
• Charge Off Request
• “Official” Loan Requests
• Policy Presentation/Revisions
• Standing Rules Reports
• Major Vendor Due Diligence Timeline Review



Annual Review Items

• Policy Reviews
• BSA Training
• IT (Cybersecurity)
• Consumer Compliance
• Investments
• HR Training (anti-harassment)
• Annual Budget
• Annual Business Plan
• Strategic Plan Review
• Vendor Due Diligence
• Succession Planning 



Low Hanging Fruit

 Consider how information is presented to you and ways to make it 
easier to digest and act upon.

 Do you need more, less or different information from management?

 Let’s look at a Policy Change.
 Do you get an analysis or summary of why the change is being 

made?
 Do you get a redline version of the Policy showing the specific 

changes?
 Does the Policy contain the date of last review and change?



Review Strategy 

 Schedule time alone to review the board packet.
 Keep a review notebook (or computer file) in a secure location.
 Review the packet asking yourself the following review questions.
 Take notes of any questions you have.
 Where significant, ask for items to be removed from the Consent 

Agenda for discussion at the meeting.
 Review your notes immediately prior to the meeting so you’re 

prepared to participate.



More Low Hanging Fruit

 Is you Board Packet too big?

 Do you receive it by snail mail or electronically?
 Let’s look at options!

 Is it secure?
 Even after you receive it?

 Conduct an inventory to see what you actually need in your hands 
as opposed to available for review.



Review Questions  

 Did you receive your board packet on schedule?
 Is it complete?
 Does it contain extraneous items?
 Are the minutes complete and accurate?
 Are there any significant changes in the financials?
 How are the financials trending?
 Do you understand the relational aspects of the financials?



Review Questions  

 Are proposals clear, complete and in the best interests of the 
members?

 Are proposed policies or policy changes clear, in the best interests of 
the members and compliant?

 Are management reports in concert with the strategic plan?
 How is the credit union performing in terms of the scorecard?
 How is the credit union trending in terms of the scorecard?



Monthly Meeting Requirements
Article VI

 Section 5 reads in part:

Regular and special meetings. The board must hold a regular meeting each month 
at the time and place fixed by resolution. The board must conduct one regular 
meeting each calendar year in person.  If a quorum of the board is present at the in-
person meeting, the remaining board members may participate by audio or video 
teleconference. The board may conduct the other regular meetings by audio or 
video teleconference. 

*Emphasis added
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Meeting of Members

 Section 1. Annual meeting. The board must hold the annual meeting of 
the members [insert time for annual meeting, for example, “during the 
month of March/on the third Saturday of April/no later than March 31”], 
in the county in which any office of the credit union is located or within 
a radius of 100 miles of an office, at the time and place as the board 
determines and announces in the notice of the annual meeting. This 
credit union may permit virtual attendance and participation in the 
annual meeting, provided that an in-person meeting complying with the 
geographic requirements of this paragraph is also held.
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Flexibility

 An FCU has flexibility to postpone its annual meeting 
 You should provide notice of the rescheduled

meeting as required in the FCU bylaws
 At least 30 days advanced notice of new date
Website and branch notices
 Actions should be prudent and reasonable

 An FCU can amend the date of its annual meeting by using the fill-in-
the-blank provision in its bylaws with the two-thirds vote of its board, 
without seeking the NCUA’s approval 
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Is My Time Up?

 The term of an FCU director continues until 
“the election and qualification of successors.” 

 Article VI, Section 3

 If an FCU delays an annual meeting, the current directors’ terms 
continue until the FCU holds its meeting and election. 

 If there is a vacancy on the board, the FCU may fill it by a 
majority vote of the remaining directors. Directors appointed in 
this manner, however, hold office only until the next meeting.
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NEW:  Hybrid Meetings
Article IV
 Entirely virtual annual meetings are not allowed for FCUs.

 However, all FCUs have authority to conduct hybrid meetings. 

 You need to have the operational capacity to utilize the necessary 
technology successfully. 

 If technological difficulties prevent members from engaging in the meeting 
as anticipated, the NCUA expects FCUs to provide another similar 
opportunity for member engagement.
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NEW:  Meeting of Members
Article IV
 Democratic principles are very important to the NCUA!

 Notice for the annual meeting must be posted in a conspicuous place in 
the FCU’s physical office, such as at teller windows or on the front door of 
the FCU’s office, at least 30 calendar days before the meeting. 

 The notice must also be prominently displayed on the 
FCU’s website.

 No website?  No problem!

 Live webcasts of annual or special meetings are encouraged, as is 
posting video of the event on the website.
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Lack of Quorum
 Article IV, Section 5 also permits adjournment of a 

meeting for lack of a quorum, but the reconvened 
meeting must occur 7 to 14 days after the originally 
scheduled meeting.

 In some cases, this provision could provide sufficient 
flexibility, depending on the date of the meeting. 
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Virtual Meeting
Conducting a meeting by “audio or video 

teleconference.”
 The Model Business Corporation Act requires that all 

directors participating in a meeting simultaneously 
hear each other during the meeting. 
Model Business Corporation Act §8.20.

 Technology has embraced the concept of “work from 
home” and “remote access”

 Have you looked at the available options?
Have you taken any for a free test drive?
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More Than Just Voices
Remote access platforms can also serve as a resource 

where board members can find documents, such as 
bylaws, policies, previous board packets, and minutes.

 The current generation of board portals allow board 
members to collaborate by making notations within the 
packet and interacting with other board members 
or leaders. 

However, having board members in the same room 
provides the opportunity to see whether a board 
member understands a concept or another member’s 
position on a particular issue, which is harder to 
determine for board members attending meetings 
remotely.
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Remote Attendance Considerations
 What is the effectiveness of a remote meeting?

 How would you measure it?

 Are there ways to ensure board members are actively participating?

 Interactive component

 Video conferencing

Waking the snoozing volunteer…

 Would you require some meetings to be live meetings?

 Strategic Planning

 Annual Organizational Meeting

 What are the consequences of poor performance?

 Do you have a Participation Policy?
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New Technology

 Phone system

Conference call numbers

 Electronic board portals

 Leveraging your current systems to allow remote 
access

You may be surprised the features already 
included in your system
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Sampling of Remote Technologies

Remote Access
Adobe Connect
Google Hangout
GotoMeetings
Microsoft Teams 
Skype
WebEx
 Zoom

Board Portals
Aprio

BoardEffect

BoardPaq

CUBoardMembers

CUBoardroom

MyBoardPacket

Passageways
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How Do You Run a Meeting
 Roberts Rules of Order

Which version?

Carver’s Policy Governance Model®
Do you understand it?
Strategic versus tactical

What is a Consent Agenda, and how does it work?
Hint:  One person can change the agenda!
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Got Technology?

Cybersecurity considerations
 Robust remote connections require good technology

And security, training, and due diligence
 It would be an acceptable expense for the credit union to 

purchase computers, tablets, or smartphones to be used for 
meetings and other official business
Including IT support for official business
Compensation versus valid expenditure

 Internet access
Do you need a better connection?
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Actions Outside of Board Meetings

 Credit union boards may act without a meeting, if the vote is 
unanimous and each board member’s position is documented in 
writing or email. 

 If any director votes against or abstains from voting on a matter 
presented outside of a meeting, the matter must come before the 
directors at a meeting and be voted on by those directors participating 
at the meeting.

 NCUA Legal Opinion Letter 02-0837
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Your State May Vary

 Are you required to have a meeting every month?

 Look to your state law AND your bylaws

 They could be different!

 There is probably a waiver process in place for critical events

 How do you ask for a waiver?
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The Power of One?

 Boards govern through the majority
Executive Committee
Emergency Actions

What is the real power of one Board member?
Can one Board member veto an action?
What do you do about an “uncooperative” Board 

member?



Wasted Time (and Energy)

 There is no right to filibuster in a Board meeting

 Are there times when you have simply heard enough about an issue 
and you are ready to move on?

 Do some volunteers keep talking until everyone changes their minds 
or gives up?

 Meet the ELMO sign!
 “Enough Let’s Move On”

 Once a majority of the Board holds up ELMO, you move on!



Questions?
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